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Blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) studies of patients with cerebrovascular disease have largely ignored the
confounds associated with abnormal cerebral blood flow, vascular reactivity and
neurovascular coupling. We studied BOLD fMRI activation and cerebrovascular
reactivity in moyamoya disease. To characterize the impact of remote vascular
demands on BOLD fMRI measurements, we varied the vascular territories engaged
by manipulating the experimental task performed by the participants. Vascular ter-
ritories affected by disease were identified using BOLD cerebrovascular reactivity.
Preliminary evidence from two patients pre- and postrevascularization surgery and
four controls indicates that neurovascular coupling in affected brain regions can
be modulated by the task-related vascular demands in unaffected regions. In one
patient studied, we observed that brain regions with improved cerebrovascular
reactivity after surgery demonstrated normalized neurovascular coupling, that is
the degree to which neurovascular coupling was modulated by task-related vascu-
lar demands was decreased. We propose that variations in task-dependent neu-
rovascular coupling in patients with moyamoya disease are likely related to
vascular steal. While preliminary, our findings are a proof of concept of the limi-
tations of BOLD fMRI in cerebrovascular disease and suggest a role for assessment
of cerebrovascular reactivity to improve interpretation of task-related BOLD fMRI
activation.

Introduction

Blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI has become the

leading tool to map human brain functions because it is a safe

and sensitive technique for detecting brain activation. How-

ever, because the BOLD signal reflects the balance between

hemodynamic and metabolic changes that accompany brain

activation, rather than the neural activity itself, interpretation

of BOLD signals is not always straightforward. This is particu-

larly true for diseases in which cerebral hemodynamics are

compromised (Pike, 2012). Nonetheless, patients with cere-

brovascular diseases have been widely studied with BOLD

fMRI, for example to track reorganization and recovery of

brain function following an ischaemic event (reviewed previ-

ously, e.g. Calautti & Baron, 2003; Hodics et al., 2006; Stinear,

2010; Richards et al., 2008). While these studies often demon-

strate differences between patients and controls, and may be

pragmatically useful, the origin of BOLD differences (i.e. neu-

ral or vascular) cannot be definitively inferred (Veldsman

et al., 2015). This limits potential applications of BOLD for

understanding neural plasticity associated with disease, treat-

ment and recovery.

BOLD measurement of cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) is

emerging as a potential tool for characterizing pathology in

cerebrovascular disease (e.g. Sam et al., 2014; Geranmayeh

et al., 2015; Blair et al., 2016). CVR is probed by administer-

ing a vasodilatory stimulus (e.g. inhaled CO2) while BOLD

images are collected (Spano et al., 2013). The BOLD signal

increase primarily reflects the vasculature’s capacity to respond

to increased demands, because at CO2 levels typically applied

in human MRI studies, oxygen metabolism changes are not

significant (Chen & Pike, 2010), although changes in neural

activity associated with CO2 challenges have been observed in

animals (e.g. Zappe et al., 2008). Negative CVR is a sensitive

marker of cerebrovascular dysfunction, suggesting vascular

steal (Poublanc et al., 2013). It has been proposed that vascu-

lar steal arises in areas of hypoperfusion in which the vessels

are chronically dilated. This chronic dilation is thought to

serve as a compensatory mechanism secondary to the hypop-

erfusion, but leaves the affected regions unable to respond to
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further increased perfusion demands (Scott & Smith, 2009;

Mikulis, 2013; Sobczyk et al., 2014). Thus, when vessels in

other regions dilate, blood flow is effectively stolen from

regions in which vessels cannot further dilate (but see Arteaga

et al., 2014), leading to a negative BOLD response.

In this study, we extended the concept of pathological vas-

cular steal to task-based fMRI. We evaluated whether task-

related hemodynamic responses in regions with impaired CVR

can be affected by the vascular demands in other brain

regions. Analogously to how global vasodilators result in a

redistribution of blood flow favouring unaffected regions,

blood flow redistribution associated with brain activity in

unaffected regions may have an impact on the hemodynamic

response to brain activity in affected regions. In the context of

the task-based fMRI with relatively modest vascular demands,

such phenomena could have important implications for

designing and interpreting fMRI studies in patients with

cerebrovascular disease.

While moyamoya disease (MMD) is rare in North America

(Uchino et al., 2005), it provides an opportunity to consider the

impact of remote vascular demands on brain regions with

impaired CVR due to the spatial distribution of MMD pathology.

MMD is associated with stenosis of the internal carotid, middle

cerebral and/or anterior cerebral arteries. As a result, CVR in

anterior brain regions tends to be abnormal, whereas CVR in

posterior regions tends to be relatively spared (Burke et al.,

2009; but see Miki et al., 2000 for a case study of an MMD

patient with abnormal BOLD fMRI activation in posterior

regions). In cases with this distribution of pathology, it is possi-

ble to probe normal (e.g. primary visual cortex) and abnormal

(e.g. primary sensorimotor cortex) hemodynamic responses

within individual patients with MMD using simple, robust fMRI

tasks such as viewing flashing checkerboards and finger tapping.

We present preliminary evidence from two patients with

MMD, pre- and postrevascularization surgery, and four controls

demonstrating that in affected anterior regions, neurovascular

uncoupling can arise from increased task-related vascular

demands in unaffected posterior brain regions. Participants per-

formed a separate motor task targeting affected anterior regions,

and a combined visual–motor task. The combined task was

designed to elicit the same neural activity in the primary senso-

rimotor cortex as the motor task, but with increased vascular

demands in unaffected posterior brain regions. This experimen-

tal design allowed us to attribute BOLD response differences

between the separate and combined tasks in the sensorimotor

cortex to neurovascular coupling differences, rather than

differences in underlying neural activity.

Methods

Participants

Two adult MMD patients with stenosis primarily affecting the

right hemisphere were studied. Patient 1, a 48-year-old woman,

participated preoperatively (extracranial-intracranial bypass)

and 6 months postoperatively. Preoperatively, the patient expe-

rienced repeat episodes of left hemiparesis and cold sensation.

Preoperative CT angiography/perfusion showed narrowed bilat-

eral internal carotid and middle cerebral arteries and delayed

time-to-peak of the right anterior circulation.

Patient 2, a 47-year-old woman, was originally diagnosed

with bilateral MMD with transient aphasia and right-sided

numbness. She underwent left extracranial–intracranial bypass
surgery in 2009, which resolved her symptoms. However,

follow-up computed tomography (CT) perfusion imaging in

2013 demonstrated right hemisphere hypoperfusion. She

participated in our research in 2013 (referred to as her ‘pre-

operative’ scan). She then underwent a right-side encephalo-

duro-arterio-synangiosis procedure in 2014, and participated

in our research study again 9 months later (referred to as her

‘postoperative’ scan).

Four women (mean age: 54 � 5�4) who self-reported as

neurologically healthy, served as controls. Written informed

consent was obtained from all participants as approved by the

McGill Institutional Review Board.

Data acquisition

MRI data were acquired on a 3 T Siemens TIM Trio (32-channel

head coil, Erlangen, Germany). A sagittal T1-weighted anatomic

image was acquired using MPRAGE. FMRI data were acquired

using a dual-echo EPI pseudo-continuous arterial spin labelling

(ASL) sequence (TR/TE1/TE2 = 4000/10/30 ms, label dura-

tion/postlabel delay = 1665/900 ms, 3�9 mm isotropic voxels,

GRAPPA = 2). CVR was evaluated using RespirActTM (Slessarev

et al., 2007) (Thornhill Research, Toronto, ON, Canada) to target

end-tidal CO2 to 10 mmHg above the participant’s baseline

while maintaining iso-oxia (56 s baseline, 56 s hypercapnia,

120 s baseline, 120 s hypercapnia and 56 s baseline).

The tasks consisted of viewing a reversing radial checker-

board (8 Hz), bilateral sequential finger tapping (2 Hz, cued

by metronome) or both simultaneously (all tasks consisted of

16 s baseline, followed by four repetitions of 40 s on/40 s

baseline). In all tasks, participants were instructed to maintain

gaze on a central fixation point. Finger tapping on/off blocks

were visually cued by the checkerboard in the combined task,

and by the colour of the fixation point in the separate motor

task. Visual stimuli were presented using PsychoPy (Peirce,

2008). Tapping performance was monitored via video to

ensure that all participants approximately maintained the

correct tapping frequency at all times.

Data analysis

Spatial preprocessing (motion correction and spatial smoothing,

5 mm FWHM) was performed using the ASLtbx (Wang et al.,

2008) in SPM8. Registration to the T1-weighted image and stan-

dard space and generation of activation and CVR maps (z > 2�3,
P<0�05, corrected) were performed in FSL’s FEAT (Jenkinson &

Smith, 2001; Woolrich et al., 2001; Worsley, 2001; Jenkinson
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et al., 2002; Smith, 2002; Smith et al., 2004; Andersson et al.,

2007). A boxcar function of the task/CO2 was convolved with a

gamma function (task: standard deviation = 3 s, mean lag = 6 s;

CO2: standard deviation = 15, mean lag = 30 s) to model the

responses. A linear term was included as a nuisance regressor in

the model to account for signal drift.

Four regions of interest (ROIs) were defined using an atlas

(Desikan et al., 2006): left and right primary sensorimotor

cortices (motor ROIs) and intracalcarine sulci (visual ROIs).

For each task, laterality indices (LI) in the motor and visual

ROIs were calculated based on activation extent (LI = +1: left
activation only; LI = 0: symmetric activation; LI = �1: right

activation only) (Cramer et al., 1997). All tasks were expected

to activate an approximately symmetric bilateral network with

regard to neural activity.

Results

All participants were able to maintain the tapping frequency

in both the separate motor task and the combined task.

With respect to the ASL data, apparent hyperperfusion in

affected regions in patient 1 (data not shown) suggested

intravascular artefacts due to increased transit time, a known

ASL artefact in MMD (Wang et al., 2014). Statistically

significant perfusion-weighted signal was not detected in

MMD-affected regions for patient 2. All subsequent analyses

are performed on the BOLD data only.

Laterality indices for controls and presurgery patient data

are summarized in Fig. 1. As expected, bilateral activation of

visual and motor ROIs was observed for all controls, for all

tasks (mean LI: 0�04 � 0�12; Fig. 1). An example control

subject’s CVR and task-related activation for sensorimotor and

visual regions can be found in Figs 2a and 3a, respectively.

Presurgery, patients with MMD had abnormal CVR localized

in right anterior/middle territories as expected (Fig. 2b,c, top

row). Preoperatively, patient 1’s motor ROI activation was

slightly left-lateralized for the motor task (LI = 0�34), and lat-

eralized to an even greater extent in the visual–motor task

(LI = 0�81; Fig. 2b). Left-lateralized activation was also

observed in the visual ROI for the visual–motor task (visual

task LI = 0�17, visual–motor task LI = 0�45), consistent with
posterior CVR deficits observed in this patient (Fig. 3b).

However, in this case, the increased lateralization in the

visual–motor task was driven mainly by increased activation

extent in the unaffected left hemisphere in the visual–motor

task (left visual ROI: 11 688 mm3; right visual ROI

4416 mm3) compared to the visual task (left visual ROI:

5184 mm3; right visual ROI: 3656 mm3).

For patient 2, activation of the motor ROIs during the motor

task was approximately bilaterally symmetric (LI = �0�02);
however, activation in the right motor ROI (i.e. affected region)

was greatly reduced in the visual–motor task compared to the

motor task (LI = 0�99; Fig. 2c). Visual ROI activation for

patient 2 was relatively symmetric for both the visual

(LI = 0�14) and visual–motor tasks (LI = 0�08), consistent with
normal appearing CVR in this region (Fig. 3c).

Postoperative images for both patients can be found in

Fig. 4. Postoperatively, patient 1’s motor ROI activation was

more bilateral for both the motor (LI = 0�20) and visual–
motor (LI = 0�34) tasks, consistent with improvement of CVR

in the right motor cortex (Fig. 4b).

Postoperatively, patient 2’s CVR in primary sensorimotor

regions was reduced relative to the preoperative scan. The extent

of voxels with positive CVR response decreased from

74 360 mm3 preoperatively to 34 152 mm3 postoperatively in

the left motor ROI, and 31 008 mm3 preoperatively to

24 056 mm3 postoperatively in the right motor ROI. However,

we did observed increased CVR postoperatively in a small

region over the right anterior frontal lobe (Fig. 4d top row);

this area was also associated with a small cluster of right motor

ROI activation during the motor task (Fig. 4d, middle row, pink

circle). In general, activation extent was greatly reduced in the
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Figure 1 Laterality indices (1 = completely left-lateralized activation; 0 = bilateral activation; �1 = completely right lateralized activation) for
the four controls and two patients (preoperative data only), calculated based on the activation extent (i.e. number of significantly activated voxels).
Only positive responses are considered here. a: Motor ROI; b: Visual ROI. The controls had approximately bilateral activation in both ROIs for
both the separate and combined tasks, consistent with bilaterally distributed CVR. In patient 1, the motor ROI CVR was left-lateralized. In addition,
activation was left-lateralized in both tasks, but to a greater extent in the combined task. This pattern was also observed to a lesser extent in the
visual ROI in this patient. In patient 2, the motor ROI had left-lateralized CVR, bilateral activation in the separate motor task and left-lateralized
activation in the combined visual–motor task. CVR in the visual ROI was normal in this patient, consistent with approximately bilateral activation
in both the separate visual and combined visual–motor task).
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motor ROIs postoperatively. In the motor task, activation extent

decreased from 12 728 mm3 preoperatively to 0 mm3 postop-

eratively in the left motor ROI and 13 232 mm3 preoperatively

to 3920 mm3 postoperatively in the right motor ROI. No post-

operative activation was observed in the motor ROI during the

visual–motor task (Fig. 4d bottom row).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2 CVR and task-related activation
maps overlaid on the individuals’ T1-
weighted images in standard space for senso-
rimotor regions. R=right, L=left, coordinates
refer to MNI space. Motor cortex CVR (top
row) and task-related activation during the
separate motor task (middle row) and com-
bined visual–motor task (bottom row) for an
illustrative control (a), patient 1 preopera-
tively (b), and patient 2 preoperatively (c).
Robust positive CVR was observed in the con-
trol, whereas the patients had large areas of
negative or absent CVR, particularly over the
affected (right) hemispheres. As expected, task
activation was bilateral in the control partici-
pant (a). In the patients (b and c), activation
was more lateralized during the combined
task than the separate task, with reduced or
absent activation over the affected hemisphere
during the combined task (pink circles).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3 CVR and task-related activation
maps overlaid on the individuals’ T1-
weighted images in standard space for visual
regions. R=right, L=left, coordinates refer to
MNI space. Visual cortex CVR was robustly
positive in the illustrative control (a) and
patient 1 (b), who both demonstrated bilat-
eral visual activation for both the separate
visual task and combined visual–motor task.
There were some posterior areas with
reduced/absent CVR in patient 2 (c), which
corresponded to more lateralized responses,
particularly in the visual–motor task, for this
patient and ROI (see text and Fig. 1 for
details).
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Discussion

Preliminary data from two patients with MMD and four con-

trols showed that task-related fMRI activation in regions with

abnormal CVR was dependent on the total vascular demands

of the task. Task-related BOLD responses in MMD-affected

regions were reduced or absent during a combined visual–
motor task associated with both local and remote vascular

demands, but relatively normal in a separate motor task asso-

ciated with local vascular demands only. In patient 1, we

observed that both CVR and task-related fMRI activation were

restored after bypass surgery. In patient 2, CVR was reduced

in sensorimotor regions after revascularization surgery, and

task-related activation in these regions was also greatly

reduced. These observations associated with revascularization

surgery provide additional evidence of the hemodynamic ori-

gin of this effect. Future work in which perfusion changes are

measured directly with ASL would be of great value for

understanding the relationships among pathology, neurovascu-

lar coupling and CVR. However, assessing perfusion with ASL

is very challenging in areas of hypoperfusion and/or increased

transit time. Overcoming these limitations will be crucial to

future applications of ASL in cerebrovascular disease.

Given that patients performed the motor task equally well in

both the separate and combined conditions (as assessed via

videos of finger tapping demonstrating that tapping rate

remained approximately the same across tasks), the decreased

fMRI activation in the affected primary sensorimotor cortex

during the combined task is unlikely to reflect differences in

neural activity. While it is possible that greater laterality during

the combined task could have arisen from factors other than

variations in neurovascular coupling, it is difficult to identify a

plausible alternative within the context of our design. Neural

plasticity and/or functional reorganization are unlikely to have

occurred on the time scale of our experiment. Likewise, factors

such as learning and habituation are unlikely to manifest as lat-

erality differences in bilateral finger tapping tasks.

Our findings demonstrate the impact of variations in neu-

rovascular coupling on comparisons of cerebrovascular disease

patients and controls, as well as longitudinal studies of such

patients. Incorporating CVR measurements may be useful for

future fMRI studies of patients with cerebrovascular disease to

identify regions of potential neurovascular uncoupling. Fur-

thermore, by studying patients with MMD, in whom affected

and unaffected regions follow a characteristic spatial distribu-

tion, we were able to demonstrate the effects of remote vascu-

lar demands on BOLD fMRI activation results using simple

sensorimotor and visual tasks. In this way, MMD can be

thought of as a ‘model system’ for studying the effects of

remote vascular demands; however, we expect that analogous

effects occur in other diseases. In cases with affected regions

localized to association areas, or more globally distributed dis-

ease, it may be more challenging to design tasks to probe the

impact of remote vascular demands.

Our findings also have implications for interpreting CVR

results. Negative BOLD CVR is generally thought to reflect vas-

cular steal. While this has been suggested to indicate that the

vessels are in a chronic state of maximal dilation and cannot

react to a vasodilator (Poublanc et al., 2013), our results demon-

strate that regions of negative CVR can still exhibit BOLD signal

increases in response to task-related demands under certain con-

ditions, suggesting the persistence of some vasodilatory control.

This finding tempers previous speculations that regions of nega-

tive CVR suffer from chronic neurovascular uncoupling (Miku-

lis, 2013) and highlights the complexities of evaluating

cerebrovascular health. Within a typical CVR experiment, regio-

nal CVR values depend on both the local vasculature’s capacity

to respond, as well as flow redistribution among other vascular

territories. Regional CVR values therefore do not solely reflect

the local vasculature’s ability to respond to neural activity, but

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4 Postoperative results from sensori-
motor regions for patients 1 and 2 (panels b
and d), with preoperative data repeated here
for ease of comparison (panels a and c).
R=right, L=left, coordinates refer to MNI
space. Postoperatively, patient 1’s activation
pattern was more bilateral in both tasks, but
this was particularly true for the combined
task. This was consistent with improved CVR
over the affected hemisphere (panel B).
Patient 2’s CVR was reduced postoperatively,
except in a right anterior region, which was
also associated with activation in the motor
task (panel D, pink circle).
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rather the net local response to a global stimulus. Parametric

tests of brain function, such as task batteries or graded vasodila-

tory challenges, may be useful for understanding the full range

of vascular responses in patients.
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